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intermediate.n, success P. The award provided a significant translation of the scholarship in case of successful completion of the exam with a test book . The
sale was instant, there was not even room in the warehouse to fit more books. Therefore, in 1973, the book publishing house "Scarlet Sail" published this list.
Art. It was based on four rules: books were not sold, the proposed exams were individual, there were quite a lot of them (12-15), the exam should be based on

the analysis of the book in terms of its logic and sequence of presentation of the material. Given my desire to further my career in the publishing system, I
agreed to take this exam. As a result of successfully passing this exam, I received a conditional deuce. When I re-passed this exam, I also did not succeed, and I
sent out 200-400 books all over the country, but the applications did not come. But all of a sudden, the book fair showed up most of my entries, as well as those

of other applicants. Imagine my surprise when I received good reviews about the books. The books were good, but something was missing from them. And a
year later, I received additional points. In those years, being a candidate of science meant being "appointed" to the position of head of the department. How was

the great desire for books achieved? Almost all the years that I worked at the Lan Book Publishing House, I was engaged in self-education. Thanks to this, I
completely mastered both foreign languages â€‹â€‹and knew English perfectly. I was very lucky with exam tests, and the courses that I attended (and there were
a lot of them) were good. In addition to general education, I also had special preparation for preparing for exams. I attended special courses, studied with tutors.
Yes, but it should be noted that preparing for the SAT exam is a lot of painstaking work. You must have a good knowledge of grammar, be able to perceive the

material by ear, clearly, logically and consistently present the material, identify incomprehensible moments from the book and, most importantly, be able to
demonstrate a positive result in the exam. And yet I was among the excellent students. I never set myself the goal of getting a mark, and in every way I tried to

confirm my impeccability in the exam, you understand how important this is.And how did you prepare for
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